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A two-Hilbert space formalism is first used to develop a general class of representations for the 
quantum mechanics of N-particle reactive systems. Here the N-particle Hilbert space ~N is 
supplemented by a larger arrangement channel space 'if' N of vectors with Hilbert space valued 
components for each N-particle clustering, and an injection mapping of ~N vectors into 
"physical" 'if' N vectors. Such representations, for which components of the latter vectors carry 
an appropriate physical clustering interpretation, provide a rigorous and flexible basis for 
describing the statistical mechanics of reactive fluids, where atoms and molecules are treated 
on an equal footing (the molecular picture). Corresponding equilibrium multispecies fugacity 
or virial expansions follow immediately. Here we focus on analysis of the (previously derived) 
arrangement channel BBGKY hierarchy for a system where recombination and dissociation, 
as well as exchange reactions, occur. This formulation (coupled with a corresponding 
scattering theory) automatically suggests a reactive Boltzmann ansatz which incorporates 
(standard) noninteracting asymptotic dynamics only for two-molecule nonreactive and 
reactive exchange collisions. In contrast, e.g., with three molecule recombination, two-
molecule dynamics for all three pairs is included (as required for a description of 
recombination via gradual stabilization of meta stables). Finally we compare the resulting 
reduced form of appropriate channel space hierarchy equations, for a process involving dimer 
formation and decay, with the corresponding kinetic equations of Lowry and Snider. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The quantum statistical mechanics of reactive fluids can 
be formulated using either an atomic (physical) picture, 
couched in terms of only a single atomic fugacity or density, 
and "standard" atomic reduced density matrices, or a molec-
ular (chemical) picture, where versions of these quantities 
for both atomic and molecular species appear and are treated 
on an equal footing. 1 Part of the difficulty and, at the same 
time, advantage of the latter comes from the flexibility asso-
ciated with the definition of chemical composition (or of an 
atom or molecule) in a many-body system. The molecular 
picture is expected to be preferable for describing systems 
where molecular species are present in significant concentra· 
tions. 
Osborn and Tsang2 have reviewed the standard (atomic 
picture) single fugacity and single density virial expansions 
for reactive systems in equilibrium. Expressing cluster coef-
ficients in terms of time-delay quantities affords a character-
ization for contributions from true bound states and various 
molecular scattering processes. The corresponding nonequi-
librium quantum development was given by McLennan3 
who analyzed the collision operators appearing in the 
Green-Kubo formulas (which, from linear response theory, 
generate transport coefficients). Hill's general development 
of (molecular picture) eqUilibrium multispecies fugacity 
and virial expansions4 emphasized the flexibility in the un-
derlying decomposition of partition functions into contribu-
tions from different chemical compositions. He also noted 
.) Operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Iowa State University 
under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-82. This work was supported by the 
Office of Basic Energy Sciences. 
that all reasonable choices must produce similar estimates of 
partial densities, and converge in regimes where the chemi-
cal composition is well defined (e.g., strong-binding interac-
tions). Explicit quantum equilibrium multi-species fugacity 
and virial expansions have been presented by Osborn5 for a 
specific decomposition based on the "asymptotic complete-
ness" property of scattering and bound state wave function 
projectors. Resulting cluster coefficients have a concise mul-
tichannel time-delay operator form. In deriving coupled re-
active quantum kinetic equations for various molecular spe-
cies (singlet) reduced density matrices,6-1O one must 
decompose the atomic density matrices into components for 
different chemical compositions. Here the difficulty and 
nonuniqueness of this task (as with any molecular picture 
formulation) has been associated with the nonorthogonality 
of the corresponding bound state projectors.8 
Since these (molecular picture) reactive quantum ki-
netic theories are the focus of this contribution, some further 
comment on previous work is appropriate here. Lowry and 
Snider8 argue that the above-mentioned nonorthogonality 
problems can be ignored in the low density Boltzmann re-
gime. Decomposing the atomic reduced density matrices 
into chemical components (guided by the noninteracting gas 
result), and applying a corresponding reactive Boltzmann 
factorization ansatz, they produce the expected form of ki-
netic equation collision terms for binary exchange collisions. 
Recombination and dissociation contributions are also gen-
erated in this fashion, a topic to which we return shortly. A 
more complete systematic decomposition of the atomic re-
duced density matrices (for arbitrary densities) has been 
developed recently by McLennan,9 and independently by 
Klimontovich et al.1O The orthogonal projectors associated 
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with asymptotic completeness, familiar from Osborn's equi-
librium theory, are utilized here (and they have played a 
similar role in earlier work6 ). This procedure naturally lends 
itself to modification of the nonreactive Bogoliubov factori-
zation ansatz to account for the presence of molecular bound 
states. Closed kinetic equations immediately follow. 
We now mention some limitations of these develop-
ments, particularly where metastable species (or ill-defined 
chemical composition) playa significant role. Snider and 
Lowry8 apply their theory to analyze three-atom recombina-
tion rates in dimer formation and decay. However they re-
quire a rather strong form of the Boltzmann factorization 
ansatz, and their formal decomposition ofthe recombination 
superoperator ll into contributions from deexcitation ofvar-
ious metastables, (12)* + 3, (13)* + 2, (23)* + 1, does 
not seem based on relevant time-delay ideas (cf. Ref. 12). 
The decomposition of atomic reduced density matrices in 
the kinetic theory of McLennan et al.9.10 (which coincides 
with Osborn's in equilibrium 13) does not identify metastable 
(e.g., virtual or anti-bound, and resonance) states (with, 
e.g., lifetimes longer than the mean free time) as correspond-
ing molecular species, but rather as two (or more) free mole-
cules (resulting in poor virial expansion convergence in 
equilibrium 14). Furthermore, their modified Bogoliubov an-
satz is not suited to the description of recombination via 
gradual stabilization of metastables (since such collisions 
would be grouped with "direct" collisions of the stable mo-
lecular components). A more detailed discussion of some of 
these points, and a review of previous work, can be found in 
Ref. 13. 
The above considerations motivate a rather different, 
completely rigorous and, at the same time, more flexible for-
mulation of the quantum statistical mechanics of reactive 
fluids. We utilize a representation of quantum mechanics on 
arrangement channel space C{f N, where state vectors It/') 
have components It/' A ) labeled by arrangement channels or 
clusterings A of the N particles (and assume values in the N-
particle Hilbert space, £' N ). Operators on C{f N such as 
(generally non-Hermitian) Hamiltonians H and density ma-
trices p, have additional matrix structure with respect to 
cluster labels (and components denoted by H A •B , PA.B)' 
Channel space Schrooinger and Von Neumann equations 
can be readily obtained (see Ref. 15 and Sec. II). Further-
more, an arrangement channel hierarchy has been derived 
by Hoffman et al. 15 generalizing the standard BBGKY hier-
archy. (It should be emphasized that this is a complicated, 
but purely combinatorial exercise. 16) For processes where 
dissociation and recombination are not significant (so mo-
lecular number is conserved), reactive Boltzmann equations 
have been extracted. 16 This necessitated the extension of 
(existing) reactive scattering theory for (physical) channel 
space vectors to handle the corresponding dual vectors 
(which are not trivially related), and thus the density matri-
ces, p.17 
In this contribution, we first develop a two-Hilbert 
space formulation of arrangement channel space representa-
tions sufficiently general to appropriately describe the statis-
tical mechanics of reactive fluids incorporating dissociation 
and recombination, as well as exchange reactions. These rep-
resentations must exhibit a "physical clustering" interpreta-
tional property on the channel space density matrix compo-
nents. We also comment on the molecular picture equilibri-
um theory naturally associated with these channel space rep-
resentations. Next we review the derivation of the arrange-
ment channel BBGKY hierarchy, making some new 
observations specific to the two-Hilbert space formulation, 
and to recombinative and dissociative collisions. We also 
demonstrate compatability of the hierarchy with mass con-
servation. A modified form of channel space scattering the-
ory, utilizing residual Hamiltonians which naturally appear 
in the hierarchy, is then developed and used to "reduce" the 
single species rate equations (from the hierarchy) for system 
with exchange, dissociation, and recombination reactions. 
The channel space formalism naturally suggests a reactive 
Boltzmann ansatz which, for dissociation and recombina-
tion collisions, is weaker but physically more reasonable 
than a conventional factorization ansatz. Finally a detailed 
comparison is made with the kinetic equations of Lowry and 
Snider8 for dimer formation and decay. 
II. A GENERAL TWO-HILBERT SPACE FORMULATION 
OF ARRANGEMENT CHANNEL REPRESENTATIONS OF 
QUANTUM MECHANICS 
As above, let £' N denote the N-particle Hilbert space of 
vectors It/'), and let £' A C £' N denote a suitably chosen set 
of Hilbert spaces for the various N-particle clusterings, A. 
Then we define the arrangement channel space, C{f N' of vec-
tors 11\1), with components It/' A ), by C{f N = EB A £' A' Here 
we include all channels, A, irrespective of whether or not 
these correspond to stable chemical compositions. It will be 
useful later to characterize these by their atomic content, 
IIA II, molecular content, IA I, and the total number of clus-
ters, m A • Henceforth in this section, we shall drop the sub-
script N from £' N' C{f N' and from operators on and between 
these spaces. The fundamental objects of the theory are a 
(bounded) injection operator / which maps £' onto a 
physical subspace 9 == Ran fin C{f, together with a 
(bounded) left semi-inverse /':C{f -+£'. It is convenient to 
set /It/') = EB A/A It/') and /'11\1) = l:/~ It/'A)' The de-
A 
finition of /' incorporates a prescription of the "spurious" 
subspace Y (on which we have /'11\1) = 0, i.e., Y is the 
null manifold of /') completing the decomposition of C{f as 
a direct sum C{f = 9 EB Y. Thus one has 
/'/ = 1 and / /' = P, (2.1 ) 
where 1 is the identity on £', and P is the projection operator 
onto the physical subspace 9 associated with the decompo-
sition C{f = 9 EB Y (see Fig. 1). 
c: = ~ d{A 
(Channe 1 
Space) 
,---+::::\;/7~.KN (Hilbert Space) 
FIG. I. Schematic representation of the two-Hilbert space imbedding struc-
ture. 
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One straightforward consequence of this structure is 
that for any complete orthonormal set, {Ilfi)}' in K, one 
can construct a normalized biorthogonal system, {11\Ii) 
= /Ilfi)' <~i I = <lfi I/'} (i.e., <~i 11\Ij) = 8iJ ), which is 
complete on f!JJ. 
It is clear that K A. must be chosen sufficiently large that 
Ran/A. CKA.' If Ran/A. = KA., for all A, then clearly 
Y = O. For the statistical mechanical applications we have 
in mind here, the choice KA. = K, for alIA, is most conven-
ient and appropriate. The natural possibility of leaving out 
some (e.g., chemically unstable) channels A in the direct 
sum defining ~ is realized in this picture by choosing f 
with Ran / A. = 0, for such A. Finally we note that here, in 
contrast to standard two-Hilbert space formulations, IS we 
do not characterize ~ as an asymptotic state space (since 
the corresponding vector components describe the system's 
state in interaction regions as well). 
The channel space representation of quantum mechan-
ics, associated with this two-Hilbert space structure, is now 
described. (A specialized version of this formulation has 
been used previously to develop a time-dependent reactive 
scattering theory.19) The channel space Hamiltonian, H 
plays a central role in our development, and is related to the 
corresponding Hilbert space operator, H, by the intertwin-
ing relation 
fH=Hf, (2.2) 
which specifies H on f!JJ (but not on Y). Here, for a specific 
f', we choose H = fH/' + HS, where the "spurious 
part", HS, is zero on f!JJ, and could be chosen identically zero. 
A complete biorthogonal set of physical eigenvectors and 
duals can be obtained for the (scalar spectral20 ) "physical 
part",fH/', ofH, on 9, by applyingf and/', totheH 
eigenvectors and duals, respectively (thus preserving the en-
ergy eigenvalues). Other channel space observables, G, are 
related to the corresponding Hilbert space operators, G, in 
the same way as for the above Hamiltonian example (and 
thus G is also scalar spectral on f!)J). Finally we note here 
that H is the generator of time-evolution in the channel space 
representation of quantum mechanics. To see this, one sim-
ply applies / to the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
for some H-evolved vector 11f) = /11f), the equation 
i ~ 11\1) = H11\I) (2.3) 
at 
(setting Ii = 1 here, and in all following equations). 
The channel space density matrix p is related to the cor-
responding Hilbert space operator p by 
p=fpf'· (2.4 ) 
Thus p satisfies f p = pf, is zero on Y, and scalar spectral 
on (all of) ~. One can now readily deduce that expectation 
values are preserved, i.e., 
(G) = Tr(Gp) =tr(Gp)=(G), (2.5) 
where Tr( tr) denotes the trace on K( ~ ). This, of course, is 
an essential requirement for any channel space representa-
tion. The equilibrium form of p is simply given by e - PHP 
= e-PHp = Pe-PHp = e- PPHP (cf. Ref. 15), and we show 
below that, together with Eq. (2.5), this result leads to a 
natural molecular picture formulation of equilibrium the-
ory. The equation describing the time evolution of none qui-
librium p is obtained by applying / (from the left) and ,I' 
(from the right) to the Von Neumann equation for p. Using 
Eq. (2.2), one thus obtains ia latp = Hp - pHP. Provided 
that HS: Y ..... Y (as, e.g., when H is scalar spectral on all of 
~ ), the P appearing here can be dropped to obtain 
i ~ P = [H,p]. 
at 
(2.6) 
We choose tr p = I, at t = 0, and then Eq. (2.6) preserves 
this normalization for all later times. 
We now remark on some specific, as well as general 
classes of choices for f and f'. For a nonreactive system, 
we naturally choose f(l){2)"'(N) = I, and all other /A. 
= 0 [so fCI)(2)"'(N) = I, but other f~ are arbitrary and 
could, e.g., be set equal to zero or unity]. For reactive sys-
tems in equilibrium, Osborn's treatment motivates the 
choice JA = PS;, the projectors onto channel A scattering 
eigenvectors which are given by PS; = OA. O!, where OA. are 
the corresponding Moller operators. Here f ~ can be cho-
sen as PS;, or projectors onto larger subspaces. One general 
class of f and f' is characterized by the properties 
~AfA. = 1, and /"~ = 1, for all B. This generalizes ar-
rangement channel quantum mechanics (ACQM),21,22 
which is traditionally associated with the specification of 
non-Hermitian, differential operator H (with nonzero HS) 
satisfying ~AHA.B = H, for allB. Another class, more in the 
spirit of Chandler-Gibson (CG) two-Hilbert space formu-
lations,ls chooses /" A and f~ as "renormalized" versions 
of the channel A bound state projector, PA. (which is a prod-
uct of bound state projectors for the individual clusters in 
A). Further discussion of these classes can be found in Ap-
pendix A. 
For convergence of arrangement channel space 
BBGKY hierarchial formulation, we require our choice of 
f and f' to satisfy an interpretational property wherein the 
portion of the wave function IIf)eK, corresponding to 
channel A asymptotic clustering, be carried only in the A th 
component of the corresponding physical 11\1). TheA thcom-
ponent of (~I must at least carry this component. Alternati-
vely the roles of 11\1) and (~I can be interchanged. In either 
case we have guaranteed that the diagonal components of p 
incorporate the appropriate asymptotic clustering compo-
nents of p. This property is not satisfied for: (i) standard CG 
choices where channel A asymptotic clustering in I If) is dis-
tributed between IlfB) for B finer thanA (B::JA); (ii) tradi-
tional ACQM choices ofH, where "breakup components" of 
11f) are distributed between IlfB), for coarser B; (iii) the 
choice fA = PS;, recalling that scattering eigenvectors as-
sociated with OA. include scattered components for all open 
reactive channels (which does not cause problems for equi-
librium theory, as opposed to the kinetic theory23). Conse-
quently some further development is required. 
Description of the explicit construction chosen for f 
and f' is relegated to Appendix B, since the details are not 
essential for the following discussion. However, here we re-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 85, No. 10, 15 November 1986 
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mark that for the single cluster channel, (A), we always 
choose /(A) = /(A) = P(A) , and 
P(A)/~ = /BP(A) = D(A),BP(AP (2.7) 
which guarantees dynamical disconnectivity (block diagon-
ality) of H with respect to the single cluster channel (we 
assume no external potentials). Note that at the two body 
level, since P(';)(2) = I - P(12)' one has 
H(l2) = /H(12)/' 
= (P(';)(2)H(12) 0 ) (1)(2) 
o P(12)H( 12) (12) 
(2.8) 
To see how a "molecular picture" of equilibrium theory 
is generated by the two-Hilbert space formulation, we first 
indicate the basis of a quantum version of Hill's general de-
velopment of multispecies fugacity and virial expansions.4 
For a system with a single species of distinguishable atoms, 
these are completely determined by a decomposition of the 
N-particle partition functions, 
Q(N) = (N!)-I Tre- f3H = I' Q(IA I), (2.9) 
IAI 
into components for various molecular contents (chemical 
compositions) IA I (summing with fixed IIA II = N). This is 
achieved via specification of a set of not necessarily orthogo-
naloperators, CIA I ' satisfying l;'IA I CIA I = 1, and then set-
tingQ(IA I) = (N!)-ITr[CIAle-f3H].13 
In a future publication, we shall discuss the natural two-
Hilbert space choices 
CIA I =/'PIAI /= I /~/B' (2.10) 
B 
IBI=IAI 
incorporating the channel space projectors 
PIAl = I PB 
B 
IBI=IAI 
with (PB )e,D = De,DDe,B 1 (so l;'IA I PIA I = 1). This formu-
lation should be compared with Osborn's5 which 
corresponds to the special choice of / A = P S;, and / ~ 
= P S; or a projector onto a larger subspace, for 
each A. There is always agreement at the one-, and 
two-body levels {Q [(1)] = Tr e -f3H(1) , Q[ (1 )(2)] 
=Tr[P(~)(2)e-f3H(12)], Q[(12)] = Tr[P(12)e- f3H(12)]}, 
but differences occur at the three-, and higher-body levels 
{Q [(12)(3)] = Tr [(1 - P(123) )P(12) e -f3H(123)] for / / 
/' construction of Appendix B, which differs from Os-
born's form, Tr[ P(';2)(3) e- f3H (123) ]}. The flexibility implic-
it in Eq. (2,9) will be important for the treatment of metasta-
bles.13 
III. THE ARRANGEMENT CHANNEL SPACE BBGKY 
HIERARCHY 
Consider the statistical mechanics of reactive fluids with 
a single species of N - 1023 distinguishable atoms. After pre-
scribing two-Hilbert space injection operations / Nand 
/~, the system can be described in the channel space pic-
ture by the density matrix, PN' which is evolved by the chan-
nel space Hamiltonian, HN. Direct analysis of PN is intracti-
ble and, in any case, unnecessary since we are primarily 
interested in the evolution and equilibration (in time and 
space) of such quantities as species densities and reduced 
density matrices (PN contains much more information). 
The channel space formulation provides a natural and 
relatively unambiguous way to define the reduced (few-
body channel space) density matrices of interest. The deri-
vation of corresponding hierarchial evolution equations is 
analogous to that of the standard BBGKY hierarchy, but 
combinatorially more complicated because of the additional 
channel space structure. 15 A brief review is given here to 
introduce concepts utilized later, and to make some new ob-
servations specific to the two-Hilbert space formulation 
(pertaining to convergence, and reduction to the nonreac-
tive form), and specific to the combinatorics associated with 
dissociative and recombinative collisions. A proof ofhierar-
chy compatibility with mass conservation is also provided. 
The following notation is required: let J, K be subsets of the 
N particles; let A, B denote unlabeled ordered subchannels; 
and AJ , BK labeled subchannels, e.g., J = 37,53,94, 
A = (1,3)(2), AJ = (37,94)(53). Then for JCK, AJEBK 
indicates that AJ is a subchannel of B K' Finally we let a, p, 
denote channels for the full N-body problem. 
The reduced nobody channel space density matrices, 
p(12" 'n), for l..;;n..;;N, with componentsPA,B' where IIA II 
= liB II = n, are determined by a natural partial summa-
tion/trace over compatible components (PN )af3 of PN' For 
such a, p, there must exist a set of labels K with AKEa, 
B K E{3, and a - A K = P - B K Y From this definition and 
the interpretation property, it is clear that the diagonal com-
ponents of the reduced channel space density matrices carry 
the corresponding normalization. That is, if tr P N = 1 and 
A = IIi (Ai), then one has V -I Tr PA,A 
= IIin(Ai)/So( IA I), where n(Ai) is the density of species 
(Ai), and So (IA I) is the number of distinct ordered labelings 
of molecular content IA 1. 16 
To develop a (reduced) description of the system in 
terms of the p(12" 'n), it is appropriate to introduce re-
duced channel space observables, G ( 12' .. n), associated 
with all nobody observables, G(12" 'n), of interest (for 
1..;; n ..;;N). Then to calculate the expectation value of G N in 
terms of the P ( 12' .. n) rather than P N' one introduces the 
residual operators, 9 ( 12' .. n), corresponding to the 
G( 12" 'n), such that 
(GN ) = (GN ) = Itr[g(12"·n)p(12"·n)]. (3.1) 
n>l 
Explicitly, the components ofg are given byl5 
gA,B = III( _1)m. -mcD(CkEA)D(DkEB) 
e D k 
XD(A - Ck = B - Dk )[G(k)]ek,Dk' (3.2) 
where l;k represents a sum over appropriate ordering labels 
of A, B, and the cluster numbers clearly satisfy the relation 
mA -me =mB -mD • 
Convergence of this reduced description, and specifical-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 85, No. 10. 15 November 1986 
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ly Eq. (3.1), is predicated on: (i) suitable choice of /"" , /" ~ 
and GS, which detennine G (i.e., the fonner should exhibit 
an interpretation property, and compatibility between 
choices for different n); (ii) the consequent clustering prop-
erties of the components ofg, implicit in Eq. (3.2); (iii) the 
interpretational properties of components of p. For a simple 
example, consider the nonreactive regime where the only 
nonzero components of channel space vectors and matrices 
are associated with the complete breakup channel 
(1)(2)···(n). Here the (1)(2)"'(n), (1)(2)"'(n) com-
ponent of G(12" 'n) is G(12" 'n), and of g(12" 'n) is 
g[ (1 )(2)'" (n)], the true n-body part of G(12" 'n), and 
Eq. (3.1) becomes (GN)=l:,,>I Tr{g[(1)(2)"'(n)] 
xp(12" ·n)}. For ACQM, where l:A GA,B = G and PA,B 
=PA it has been shown that l:AgA,B =g(B)-=l:cJ~(Cj 
EB)( - 1) ma- mCG(j), which vanishes as B-clusters sepa-
rate,and thatEq. (3.1) becomes (GN ) = l:B Tr[g(B)PB ].15 
It was necessary to perfonn one of the sums in Eq. (5.1) to 
obtain this convergent fonn (which is also obtained for tran-
sposed versions of ACQM). For general representations, ex-
plicit demonstration of convergence is more complicated 
[but is always clear for the diagonal components in Eq. 
(3.1) ]. 
Finally we present the arrangement channel hierarchy 
for the p(12" 'n) which is obtained by applying to Eq. (2.6) 
the same partial summation/trace procedure as used to de-
fine the p ( 12· .. n). One thus obtains (setting Ii = 1) 15 
i i. p(12" 'n) - [H(12' "n),p(12' "n)] = CTI + CT2, 
at 
(3.3 ) 
where the streaming tenn on the left-hand-side is written 
explicitly and the coupling/collision tenns CT 1,2 describe 
coupling of particles 12"'n to the rest of the fluid. One can 
express CT 1 in commutator fonn15 
CTI(IIA II)A,B 
= LLL~(AjEC)~(BjeD)~( C - Aj = D - Bj ) 
j CD 
XTrc _ Aj [h( IIC II ),p( IIC II) ]C,D' (3.4) 
where h are residual Hamiltonians and, after tracing, one 
identifies A j with A, Bj with B. This fonn is analogous to the 
coupling in the nonreactive case, but CT2 has no such ana-
log. However since we are most interested here in kinetic 
equations for the single cluster (A) species density matrix 
p«A),t) =P(IIA II)(A),(A» CT2 can be ignored because 
CT2(A),(A) = 0. 15,16 
Several comments should be made here. The p ( 12· .. n) 
do not depend on /" n' f~ (being completely detennined by 
PN' and thus by HN and the initial conditions), and thus do 
not satisfy p( 12" 'n) = fnPnf~, for some Pn' Coupling 
from hierarchial collision tenns drives p( 12·· 'n) out of the 
f nPnf~ subalgebra (so streaming evolution is affected by 
the choice of HS ). These considerations motivate our choice 
of KA as K n , for each A, rather than a smaller space (see 
Sec. II). Convergence of collision tenns utilizes cluster prop-
erties of h, and interpretation properties of the p [as for Eq. 
(3.1) ]. In the nonreactive regime, Eq. (3.3) and (3.4) re-
duce to the standard BBGKY hierarchy with collision tenns 
involving [thecommutatorofp(12"'m) with] the true m-
body potentials h [( 1) (2)'" (m)], the cluster property of h 
guaranteeing convergence. We note the significantJlexibility 
in the choice of H(12" 'n) (subject to convergence con-
straints), forfixed p( 12" 'n), differences in streaming con-
tributions being compensated for by corresponding differ-
ences in collision tenns. More restrictive flexibility is also 
present in the nonreactive hierarchy but not typically ex-
ploited.24 
For the single cluster (A 1) reduced density matrix, 
p[ (A 1),t] -= [pC IIA 111)] (A I),(A I), the hierarchial rate 
equations (3.3) and (3.4) becomes 
i %tP[(A I),t] -{P(AI)H(IIA III),p[(A I),tn 
=L L Tr jk1..(A I)(A2) .. (A 2).(A 3)1.. 
X [h(IIA 1I),p(IIA 1I)](Al)p2) ... ,(AI)/A2) ... , (3.5) 
where A = (A 1)j(A 2h ... , and where we identify (A 1)j 
variables with A 1 after taking the partial trace. Here we con-
sider Eq. (3.5) for a gas of monomers, dimers, trimers, ... 
composed of a single atomic species where exchange, recom-
bination and dissociation reactions are all possible. We now 
introduce the necessary combinatorial concepts to demon-
strate that Eq. (3.5) is consistent with mass (i.e., atomic 
number) conservation. 
For each IA I, we first detennine the number oftenns, 
S[ (A 1); IA I]' on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3.5). Let 
Su (IA I) be the number of distinct unordered labelingsoflA I, 
andletN[ (A 1 );IA I] be the number of clusters (Ai) inA with 
IIAili = IIA II. Then it is clear that 
S[ (A 1);IA I] = N[ (A 1 );IA I ]Su (IA I). (3.6) 
For a two-cluster channel A = (A I)(A 2), one has 
N[(A 1);IA 1]-=SIIA1 I1,IIA211 = 1 if IIA 111¥=IIA211,=2 if 
IIA 111 = IIA 211, so S[ (A 1);IA I] = SoC IA I), the number of 
ordered labelings of A. More generally, if IA I has c; clusters 
of size i, then So(IA I) = n;c;LS'u (IA j);;;.S [(A 1);IA I], for 
any (A 1) inA. 
Turning to mass conservation, we note that the total 
mass is given by 
00 
M(t) = L n Tr p[ (12" ·n),t]. 
n= 1 12"'n 
(3.7) 
The time evolution of this quantity can be simply obtained 
from Eq. (3.5). Here we need the obvious result that 
l:'IIA IIIN[ (A 1);IA I] = IIA II, where the sum contains one 
tenn for each distinct IIAili in A. Then, using Eq. (3.6), it 
follows that 
a 00 
i -M(t) = L n Tr [h(12" 'n),p(12" 'n) ]A,A 
at n=2 A¥(l2"'n) 
00 
= L n tr[h2+ (12" 'n),p2+ (12" 'n)] = 0, 
n=2 
(3.8) 
as required. Here A2+ denotes the ;;;.2 cluster channel block 
of A, and we have used that block diagonality of h with re-
spect to the single cluster channel implies that [h, pf+ 
= [h2+, p2+]. 
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IV. CHANNEL SPACE SCATTERING THEORY UTILIZING 
RESIDUAL HAMILTONIANS 
Here we develop a form of channel space scattering the-
ory which will enable further reduction of the hierarchy 
equations. Because of the nonself adjoint nature of channel 
space representations, we must consider scattering theory 
for both vectors and duals, which when combined provides a 
scattering theory for channel space density matrices. The 
development is thus more in the spirit of our arrangement 
channel space scattering theory 17 (and reduces to this theory 
if only two-clusters channels are considered) rather than 
conventional two-Hilbert space theories. 18 
The statistical mechanical context of this analysis moti-
vates tailoring the scattering theory to a decomposition of 
the (reduced) channel space Hamiltonian incorporating the 
residual Hamiltonian. Specifically we define an asymptotic 
channel space Hamiltonian, Has' by 
H(12 .. n) = Has (12 .. n) + h(12 ... n). (4.1 ) 
Explicit forms for the Has follow using Eq. (3.2). Here we set 
(Has) A,A = Has (A). At the two-body level, one has 
H (12) = [Has [(1 )(2)] 
as 0 
0] (1 )(2) 
o (12) , 
[
VSC 
h(12) = ~2 o ] (1)(2) 
P(l2)H(12) (12) , (4.2) 
where Has [(1)(2)] =H(1) +H(2), and V~~ 
=P0)(2)H(12) -H(1) -H(2).Forthethree-andhigh-
er-body levels, Has ( 12· .. n) has the structure, 
o ];>3 cluster 
o 2 cluster, 
Has [(12" 'n)] 1 cluster 
o 
o 
(4.3) 
where Has [ ( 12' .. n)] = 0, H;s is diagonal with 
Has [(A I)(A 2)] = PeA 1) H(A 1) + PeA 2) H(A 2), where 
P(Ai) is the projector onto bound states of cluster (Ai). At 
the three-body level, one has 
H!,+ = Has «(1 )(2)(3» 
=P~~)(2)H(12) +P0)(3)H(13) 
+p(~)(3)H(23) -H(1) -H(2) -H(3), (4.4) 
so all of the off-diagonality of H ( 123) is contained in 
h(123), and Has (123) is still diagonal. However, for n;>4, 
H!. + is off-diagonal. Specifically, (H!,+) A,B is nonzero 
whenever A nB #0, reflecting the off-diagonality in the H's 
describing A - (A nn), and fewer body, dynamics. 
We focus on the time-dependent scattering theory here 
as this most relevant to our statistical mechanical analysis. 
Henceforth the dynamically disconnected single cluster chan-
nel isdroppedfrom all vectors and matrices. Let I"'} (t» and 
(~} (t) I, respectively, denote H-evolved vector and dual 
vector wave pulses with channel A asymptotic clustering as 
t- + 00. Let IcH (t» and (s} (t) I be "corresponding" 
Has -evolved vectors and duals in the sense that these coin-
cide with I"'} ) and (~} I, as t - + 00, in the Has -interaction 
representation. Thus, if I "'AI (t» =e,'H·,t I "'A (t», (~AI (t) I 
= (~A (t) le-I'H-t,then l"'A7 (t» -1cf»A7 (t» = Icf»J (0», 
and (~} (t) 1- (si1 (t) I = (sJ (0) I, weakly, as t- =+ 00 
(but we do not require the stronger condition that I"'J (t» 
-1cf»J (t», (~J (t) 1- (sJ (t) I, as t- + 00 17). Then we 
have 
I"'J (0» = ( lim )O(t) I "'Ai (t» =0 ± Icf»J (0», 
t_ =F 00 
(~J (0) I = C!i~J(~A7 (t) 10-I(t) = (SA± (0) lii±, 
(4.5) 
where O(t) =exp[i(P)Ht] exp [ - iHast], suggesting (but 
not proving) that Moller operator defining relations of the 
"standard" form hold, i.e., O± =limt_=Foo0(t), ii± 
= limt _ =F 00 0 -I (t). The projector P onto the physical 
states must be included (for these limits to exist) if eiHt is not 
uniformly bounded. We note here that 1cf»1), (s} I in gen-
eral only have a single nonzero (channel A) component for 
the two-cluster channels (independent of ±), and for 
A = (1 )(2)(3). For three and more cluster channels (and 
n;>4), nonzero Icf»}), (sJ I components are in general 
spread over several channels as dictated by the nontrivial 
nondiagonal Has -dynamics. Finally, note that definition of 
channel space S matrices, S ± , follows naturally from the 
transition probability relations 
S JB = (1ft} (0) Ilftf (0» = (~} (0) I"'f (0» 
= (s}(O)IS± Icf»f (0», (4.6) 
where S ± = ii +' 0 ± is evaluated between Has eigenstates. 
The required time-dependent scattering theory for 
channel space density matrices comes from combining the 
corresponding theories above for vectors and duals. For an 
H-evolved density matrix p ± (t), we let Pa~ (t) be the "corre-
sponding" Has -evolved density matrix in the sense that 
as t - + 00. Thus we write [cf. (4.5)] 
p ± (0) = ( lim )O(t)pl (t)O(t)-1 
t_ =F 00 
= 0 ± p,;; (O)ii± =fi± Pa~ (0), (4.7) 
defining the Moller-superoperator 0 ± . The form of pre-
collisional Pa~ appropriate for reactive gas kinetic theory 
will be considered in Sec. V. For that analysis, it is also con-
venient to set ;fA = [h,A], and define the transition supero-
perators (cf. Refs. 7, 8, and 16) 
Finally we remark that a corresponding time-indepen-
dent theory, based on the the decomposition (4.1), can be 
developed to obtain scattering equations for energy-labeled 
forms of 0 ± and ii ± , the T-matrices T ± = hO ± , f ± 
= ii ± h, and the transition superoperators T ± .25 
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V. HIERARCHY REDUCTION TO THE BOLTZMANN 
LEVEL; KINETIC EQUATIONS FOR DIM~R FORMATION 
AND DECAY 
We consider the reduction to "Boltzmann level" of the 
coupling collision terms on the right-hand-side ofEq. (3.5) 
for a gas of monomers, dimers, trimers, ... composed of a sin-
gle atomic species. If only exchange reactions occur (con-
serving molecular number), then it is appropriate to include 
only two-cluster, A, binary collision contributions in Eq. 
(3.5).17 However when recombination and dissociation are 
present (as is of interest here), then some three (and possi-
bly higher) cluster, A, contributions must be included. 
The first step in this reduction exploits the scattering 
theory of Sec. IV [interpreting time zero there as the "colli-
sion time" t in Eq. (3.5)], which allows us to express 
p(IIA lI,t) = p(t), appearing in the commutator [h,p] on the 
right-hand-side ofEq. (3.5), in terms of an asymptotic pre-
collisional form. Here the Has -interaction representation, 
PI (t') = exp[iHas (t' - t) ]p(t ')exp[ - iHas (t' - t)], 
is used to express p (t), at the Boltzmann level, as 
p(t) = PI(t) = O(t' - t)PI(t')O(t' - t)-I 
-O+Pas (t)0+, 
(5.1 ) 
(5.2) 
for large t - t' (i.e., for t' sufficiently precollisional), and 
where O(s), 0+, 0+ have been defined previously. Substi-
tution of Eq. (5.2) for p(t) yields [h, p] = 1'+Pa .. where 
Eq. (4.8) can be used to express the collision superoperator 
l' + in terms of channel space T matrices.25 
The second step involves applying a reactive Boltzmann 
ansatz to Pas (t), which is assumed to be Has evolved, and to 
have the corresponding Has -block diagonal structure 
(p!.+ (t) 0 »3 cluster p (t)-as - 0 P;' (t) 2 cluster (5.3 ) 
(truncating the single cluster channel). For the two-cluster 
block,settingA = (A I)(A 2),B = (B I)(B2),wepostulate 
thatl6 
[p;s (t)]A,B = 8A•B SO( IA I) -Ip [ (A 1 ),t ]p[ (A 2),t], 
(5.4 ) 
compatible with Has evolution (at the Boltzmann level). 
Clearly p!s + cannot be factorized analogously. Even at the 
three-body level where we write p!s + (t) ==p!s (t) 
== So [ ( 1 ) (2) ( 3 ) ] - Ip!s [ ( 1 ) (2) ( 3 ) ,t ], with 
So[(I)(2)(3)] = 3!, one has 
i ~ p!s [ ( 1 ) (2) ( 3 ) ,t ] 
at 
z{Hu [(1 )(2)(3) ]"o!s [(1 )(2)(3 ),t n, (5.5) 
i.e., P;' [ ( 1 ) (2) (3) ] evolution incorporates interacting two-
body dynamics, so P;' cannot be factorized as 
p [ (1 ) ]p [ (2) ]p [ (3) ]. Furthermore, assuming that only 
precollisional Has [ ( 1) (2) (3)] dynamics is achieved (be-
fore collision of 1, 2, and 3 with other particles), rather than 
the stronger and "more conventional" assumption of free 
three-body asymptotic dynamics, is expected to be much 
more appropriate where metastable dimer complexes are 
present. For n>4, it is even more transparent that simple 
factorization of P!s + is not possible since p!s + is (channel) 
off-diagonal. Again the assumption of Has dynamics, prior 
to collision with other particles, is more realistic than assum-
ing asymptotic free dynamics. 
We now return to a more detailed analysis of the colli-
sion terms l' + Pas which, from Eq. (4.8) and Ref. 25, include 
two linear and two quadratic terms in the channel space T 
matrices. With the additional assumption that Pas (t) is 
Has -energy diagonal, the quadratic terms can be simplified 
to obtain 
+ T+ T--l' Pas = Pas - Pas "loss" 
The "traditional" identification of gain and loss terms27 (the 
latter typically via a reactive optical theorem) 7,8.16,17 is indi-
cated, and we show below that this is still valid when disso-
ciation and recombination occur. Characterization and 
analysis of collision terms is naturally divided into three sub-
cases shown below. We show explicitly all examples of disso-
ciation and recombination contributions appearing in the 
single species rate equations for a system containing only 
monomers and dimers (a monomer-dimer system). Here 
(at the Boltzmann level) we only consider two-, three-, and 
four-atom collisions which have either two-cluster reactants 
or two-cluster products (or both). 
A. Loss terms with two-cluster reactants (Including 
dissociative loss) 
For two-cluster reactants A = (A 1) (A 2), we construct 
a time-dependent basis of the corresponding (two-cluster 
noninteracting) Has eigenvectors in which P;' is fully diag-
onal. Then using the on-shell equivalence of T ± and f ± , 
and an appropriate reactive optical theorem (cf. Ref. 17), 
one can write (in this basis) 
= - 211'i8(E - Has) LIT B:CA I)(A 2) 12 
Bu 
Xp[ (A 1),t]p[ (A 2),t]/So(IA I), (5.7) 
where l:Bas is over Has eigenvectors (required to give a phys-
• ical interpretation to T -matrix elements). In the p [(A 1) ,t ] 
• 
equation (for IA 11 = IA 11, and fixed IA I), there appear 
S [(A 1 );IA I] = SoC IA I) such equivalent terms, traced 
over (A 2). This contribution for a specific asymptotic clus-
tering, B = (B 1) (B 2) (B 3 ) ... , is naturally represented dia-
gramatically as i times 
* (Al)~(Bl) 
~(B2) 
(AZ) • : 
. . 
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In the monomer~imer system, the kinetic equations for p [ ( i ) ,t ] includes the three-body dissociative loss term 
r~1 
23~~ 
That for p[ (t2),t ] includes the three- and four-body dissociative loss terms 
* 12~! 
3~3 
* 12 i 34~!' * 12~~ 34~4 
B. Gain terms with two-cluster products (Including recomblnatlve gain) 
For two-cluster products A = (A 1) (A 2), the gain terms have the form 
(5.8) 
For the two-cluster reactant channels, B = (B 1) (B 2), where Pas is diagonal, these terms assume the conventional form (in a 
time-dependent diagonalizing Has -eigenvector basis) 
21Ti~(E - Has) IT+ (A I)(A 2),B 12p[ (B 1 ),t ]p[ (B 2),t ]ISo ( IB I). (5.9) 
* * In the p [(A 1) ,t] equation (for IA 11 = IA 11, and fixed IA I), there appear S[ (A 1); IA I] = SoC IA I) such equivalent terms, 
traced over (A 2), and together these are represented diagrammatically as i times 
+ 
So( IAI) 
So(l81) 
* (.l)~(Al) 
(82) (A2) 
For the three-body recombinative gain terms, where B = (1) (2) (3) and A = (ij) (k), the situation is anomalously 
simple because of the channel diagonality of P!. + = Pas [ ( 1 ) (2) (3) ] /31. In a time-dependent diagonalizing basis, these have 
the form 
21Ti~(E - Has) IT+ (ij)(k),(1)(2)(3) 12Pas [( 1) (2) (3) ]l3! 
(5.10) 
* * In both the p[ (I),t] and p[ (I2),t] equations, there are So[ (i) Uk)] = 3 such equivalent terms [traced over the other 
atoms(s)] which are represented diagrammatically as i times 
+ 1/2 
1~i 
!~23 and + 1/2 
* ~~12 
3~3 
respectively {the wavy lines indicating Has [ ( 1 ) (2) (3)] dynamics}. In Appendix C, we show how imposition of a stronger 
Boltzmann factorization ansatz allows replacement of these diagrams (summed over reactant states) by corresponding 
"standard" diagrams (summed over free reactant states with factorized density matrices). 
In all other three- and higher-cluster recombinative gain terms, separation into gain contributions from specific reactant 
clusterings is complicated by the chemical off-diagonality of P!. + . For example, in the monomer~imer system, we must 
* * consider the four-body recombinative gain terms in the p[ (12),t] equation with A = (12) (34) and B,B '= (ij) (k) (I) or 
(i) U) (k) (I), By applying a stronger Boltzmann ansatz, we show in Appendix C that contributions from summing over all 
such B,B I states are equivalent to those obtained by summing over free reactant states with factorized density matrices in the 
following "standard" diagrams 
* 
1/4 + 1/2 
i~~12
t~~34 
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[where the weights appearing are simply So ( IA I ) ISo ( IB I)]· 
C. Loss terms with two-cluster products (Including 
recomblnatlve loss) and gain terms with two-cluster 
reactants (Including dissociative gain) 
Loss and gain terms with both two-cluster reactants and 
products (e.g., exchange reactions) are described above. 
Thus here we consider only recombinative loss from three or 
more cluster reactants (A 1) (A 2) (A 3) ... to various two-
cluster products (B 1) (B 2), and dissociative gain from var-
ioustwo-clusterreactants (B 1) (B 2) to three or more cluster 
products (A 1) (A 2) (A 3) ... . The complicating feature 
• here is that such contributions to the P [(A 1) ,t] kinetic 
• 
equation (with IA 11 = IA 11, and IA I fixed) are only impre-
cisely associated with terms of the form 
(1'+Pas)(Al)(A2)(A3) .. ·.(AI)(A2)(A3) ... except at the three-
body level. The reason is based on the observation that such 
• terms, when traced over (A 2) (A 3) ... in the P [(A 1) ,t] 
equation, are naturally evaluated between free states of 
(A 1), and a complete set of free or interacting states of 
(A 2) (A 3) ... , rather than the Has eigenstates required to 
give a physical interpretation to the T matrix elements (and 
for implementation of the reactive optical theorem). The 
need to convert to an Has -eigenvector basis results in this 
imprecise interpretation, as illustrated by the specific exam-
ples below: 
1. Recomblnatlve loss terms 
Such three-body terms have the anomalously simple 
form 
{T + (I) (2)(3).(1)(2)(3)Pas [( 1) (2) (3)] 
- Pas [(1 )(2)( 3)] T + (I)(2)(3),(I)(2)(3)13!, (5.10) 
because of channel diagonality of P;' + 
• 
= Pas [(1 )(2)(3) ]l3!. In the p[ (1 ),t] equation, there ap-
pear S[ (1 ); (1 )( 2)( 3)] = 3 such terms (traced over two 
atoms). It is instructive to consider the corresponding re-
combinative loss contributions to the (local) monomer den-
• 
sity, Trp[(1),t], which are obtained from Eq. (5.10) by 
tracing over all particles. This then allows conversion from a 
free to an Has [ (1 )( 2)( 3) ] -eigenvector basis, in which the 
I ij 
- 2~ -1/6 34~k! 
* ~~ij 
3~k! 4 
, 
reactive optical theorem can be used to reduce these contri-
.butions to a complete trace over 
-=..! 21Ti8(E - Has [( 1) (2)(3)]) 
2 
(5.11) 
(At the Boltzmann level, we neglect nonreactive three atom 
collisions.) Consequently, we naturally represent these con-
tributions diagrammatically as {a sum over all product and 
Has [(1)(2) (3)] -reactant states of} Himes 
21~ij - 1/2 
3 k 
Imposition of a stronger Boltzmann ansatz allows replace-
ment by sum over the corresponding standard "diagrams" 
with free reactant states having factorized density matrices 
(see Appendix C). 
• • At the four-body level, the p [ ( 1) ,t] {p [ ( 12) ,t]} equa-
tion includes S [(1 );(1 )(2)(34)] = 2S" [(1 )(2)(34)] 
= 12 {S[(12);(12)(3)(4)] =S,,[(12)(3)(4)] =6} 
terms of the form [T+pas - Pas T-](p)(r)(st),(p)(r)(st) (witha 
• 
suitable partial trace). The p [ ( 1 ) ,t] equation also includes 
S[(1);(1)(2)(3)(4)] =4S" [(1)(2)(3)(4)] =4 terms 
like [T+pas - Pas T-](I)(2)(3)(4),(I)(2)(3)(4) (traced over 
three atoms). Straightforward interpretation of these terms, 
individually, is thwarted by the dynamical connectivity of 
three or four cluster states in the "scattered part" of the Has 
eigenvectors. However their (collective) contribution to i 
times rate of change of the (local) density, TriP [ (1 ) ,t ] 
+ 2 Tr,2 P[ (12),t], can be written succinctly as 
4 tr[T+ Pas - Pas T- p+. Evaluation in an H!/ -eigenvector 
basis diagonalizing p;' + allows some reduction via the reac-
tive optical theorem. However, only after imposition of a 
stronger Boltzmann ansatz (cf. Appendix C) does one ob-
tain a standard diagrammatic interpretation of this quantity, 
which is naturally decomposed into contributions to d 1 
• • dt p[ (1 ),t] [d Idt p[ (12),t)) (asasumoverallreactantand 
product states) of 
[ 
1~ .. -
_ 1/2 3~<lJ 
4 k! 
(These contributions follow immediately if one neglects the difference between Has and free eigenstates.) The weights here 
equal S[ (A 1 );IA I ]lSo( IA I)· 
2. Dissociative gain from 8=(81)(82) reactant channels 
These are associated with the terms 
21TiSo( IB I) -'8(E - Has )(T+ )A,(B I)(B2)P [(B 1 ),t ]p[ (B 2),t ](T-) (B I)(B2),A' (5.12) 
• At the three-body level, the P [ ( 1) ,t] equation includes S[ ( 1 ); ( 1) (2) (3)] = 3 such terms with A = (1) (2) (3) and 
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• B = (ij) (k) (traced over two atoms). By also tracing over (1), we can convert to an Has [ ( 1 ) (2) (3) ] -eigenvector basis 
justifying a diagrammatic representation of such terms as (the sum over all reactant and product states of) i times 
+ ij~~ 
k 3 
{notingthatS[(1);(1)(2)(3)]ISo[(ij)(k)] = n. 
• • At the four-body level, thep[ (1 ),/] {p[ (12),t]} equation includes S [( 1 );( 1) (2) (34)]{S [( 12);( 12) (3) (4)]} terms 
• 
with A = (p )(r)(st) , and the p [(1 ),/] equation also has S[ (1); (1)(2)(3)( 4)] terms with A = (1 )(2)( 3)( 4). Again 
straightforward individual interpretation of these terms is not possible. However we note that their collective contribution to i 
times the rate of change of the (local) density is given by 4·217"i tr[8(E-Has )T+Pas (B)T-], where only the B,B component, 
SoC IB I) -lp«B 1),( )p«B 2),t ), of Pas (B) is nonzero. At the Boltzmann level, we consider only two-cluster B = (ij)(kl). 
With a stronger Boltzmann ansatz (cf. Appendix C), we obtain a "standard" diagrammatic interpretation of this quantity, 
• * 
which is naturally decomposed into contributions to d /dt p [( 1 ),t] [d /dtp[ (12),t]] (as the sum over reactant and product 
states) of 
* * ij 1 
2 kl~!4 ij 1 kl~~ + 2/3 
(These follow immediately if one neglects the difference 
between Has and free eigenstates.) The weights here equal 
S[ (A 1 );IA I ]ISo ( IB I)· 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND COMPARISON WITH LOWRY 
SNIDER KINETIC EQUATIONS 
For processes involving only exchange reactions, the re-
active quantum Boltzmann equations assume a unique and 
self-evident form. (All reasonable specifications of the 
chemical composition coincide in this low-density re-
gime.) 16 Heuristic treatment of "direct" recombination and 
dissociation is probably also adequate.8 However, since 
many important processes involve more complicated dy-
namics (e.g., recombination via gradual stabilization of me-
tastables), one is strongly motivated to provide a rigorous 
basis for the quantum kinetic theory of such reactive fluids. 
A basic obstacle here is associated with the difficulty and 
ambiguity in defining the chemical composition (or identify-
ing atoms and molecules) in such a many-body system. Use 
of the two-Hilbert space formalism to develop suitable ar-
rangement channel space representations for the quantum 
mechanics of such systems: (i) naturally provides such a 
rigorous basis, avoiding the introduction of simplifying as-
sumptions from the outset; (ii) incorporates the intrinsic 
flexibility of the molecular picture, which will prove useful, 
e.g., in handling long-lived metastable complexes; (iii) auto-
matically incorporates a workable (and powerful) coupled-
channel reactive scattering theory, essential to reduction of 
the basic hierarchy equations. 
Here we have focussed on a monomer--dimer system, 
where recombination and dissociation, as well as exchange 
reactions, occur. Such a system has been considered pre-
viously by Lowry and Snider (LS),8 who obtained closed 
kinetic equations for the monomer and dimer singlet re-
duced density matrices (based on certain heuristic assump-
I 
tions). A diagrammatic representation of these equations is 
provided in Appendix D. It is immediately clear that the 
arrangement channel hierarchy equations, when reduced as 
in Sec. V, using the strong Boltzmann Ansatz (of Appendix 
C), not only produce diagrams in one-to-one correspon-
dence with LS, but also precisely recover the associated com-
binatorial factors. 
One feature to emerge is "chemical off-diagonality" in 
the density matrices, specifically the P;s+ . This is expected 
when there is a lack of resolution between precollisional free 
and bound states (before collision with other molecules), 
typically associated with the presence oflong-lived metasta-
bles. One strategy for analysis of these processes, suggested 
by LS8, is to treat such metastables (specifically those with 
lifetimes longer than the mean free time l2 ) as separate spe-
cies. Such a treatment is left for future work but we note here 
that: the two-Hilbert space formalism can be appropriately 
adjusted, and a corresponding scattering theory developed; 
the combinatorics of the arrangement channel space 
BBGKY hierarchy goes through if we include the possibility 
of metastable clusters in our enumeration of arrangement 
channels; the Boltzmann factorization ansatz will now natu-
rally incorporate metastable species density matrices. 
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APPENDIX A: GENERALIZATIONS OF ACQM AND CG 
CHOICES OF J AND J' 
The class of / and /' satisfying ~A/A = 1, and 
/~ = 1, for all B, has the following properties: the compo-
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nents of the physical I"') = /ltP) sum to ItP); all compo-
nents of the physical dual vectors <; I = <tPl/' are equal to 
< tPl; the spurious subspace is given by 
;={I",}:IAltPA}=O}. Corresponding density matrix 
components satisfy PA,B ='P A' independent of B, and 1: AP A,B 
= IAPA = P (so P is chemically off-diagonal, but in a "tri-
vial" way). This class generalizes (e.g., Faddeev, BKLT, 
transposed BRS) formulations of Arrangement Channel 
Quantum Mechanics (ACQM), which are based on specifi-
cation of non-Hermitian, differential operators H satisfying 
1:A HA,B = H, for all, B. 15,21,22 
A different class is based on prescriptions of a set of 
individually, but not necessarily mutually, orthogonal self-
adjoint projection operators, q; A' for each A, which satisfy 
IA q; A > O. We then define 
/ltP} = ~ q; A (~q; B) -XI"'), 
/'1"') = (~q; B r-I~q; A ItPA) 
forsomex. Choosing q; A = PA impliesP(l)(2)"'(N) = 1, so 
IA PA > 1, and for x = 0 and 1/2, these become Chandler-
Gibson (CG) choices (if we also set HS = 0).18 Note that 
both classes incorporate nonreactive (/A = OA'(l)(2)"'(N» 
and Osborn (/ A = P ~) choices. 
APPENDIX B: CONSTRUCTION OF J AND J' WITH AN 
INTERPRETATIONAL PROPERTY 
As noted previously one cannot in general choose 
/A a:.PA since then ItPA) would include asymptoticB clus-
tering components of If/!) for B coarser thanA(BCA), For 
example, since P(l)(2)"'(N) = 1, all clustering components 
would be included in 1f/!(1)(2)"'(N) ). However for the single 
cluster channel (A) = (12" 'N), thechoice/(A) = P(A) is 
certainly the most natural, and leads to the following recur-
sive definition of / A for multicluster A by subtracting out 
unwanted coarser clusterings from PA .27 We set /(A) 
= P(A) ,E(A) = 0, then define 
/A = (1- EA )PA,PA (1- EA ), 
or (1-EA )PA (1-EA) 
for A :;6 (1 )(2)'" (N), 
and 
/(1)(2)'''(N) = 1 - E(1)(2)"'(N)' 
(Bl ) 
(B2) 
(B3) 
The sum in Eq. (Bl) is over B coarser than (and not equal 
to)A. The three choices of/A inEq. (B2) are denoted byL 
(left) ,R (right), and S (symmetric), respectively. It is easy 
to verify that I A/A = 1 and 
P(A) / B = O(A),BP(A) for L; 
/ BP(A) = O(A),BP(A) ' for R; (B4) 
and that both these relations hold for S. Clearly a variety of 
other choices of the / A with similar properties are possible. 
Here we choose / ~ to be the orthogonal projector onto 
Ran(/A) which guarantees that P(A)/8 = O(A),B for L 
and S. Also choosing S-type /A' this last result for /8' 
together with the second identity of Eq. (B4), guarantees 
Eq. (2.7). 
APPENDIX C: IMPOSITION OF A STRONGER 
BOLTZMANN ANSATZ 
The required ansatz for further reduction of the channel 
space recombinative gain and loss, and dissociative gain 
terms is that Pas (t) = fi~ Po(t)fl~, where O~ 
=lim'_=F""Oas(t), na~ = lim'_=F""Oas(t)-I, Oas(t) 
= exp [iHas t ] exp [ - iHot], and Ho is diagonal with the 
A = IIi (Ai) component given by the channel-A Hamilto-
nian H(A) = IiP(Ai) H(Ai). Note that fias (t) and corre-
sponding limits have the same block diagonal structure as 
Has' and equal the identity on the two-cluster block. Here 
Po(t) is assumed Ho evolved and diagonal with the 
A = IIi (Ai) component given by So( IA I) -IIIiP[ (Ai),t] 
(compatible with Ho evolution). The products 
n ± n~ (fl~ fl ±) constitute intertwining operators 
between Ho and the full H, and corresponding transition op-
erators are obtained through multiplying by hOC =. H - Ho) 
from the left (right). These have the same matrix elements 
for two-cluster bras (kets) as hn± na~ (fl~na~h) which 
appear in the refined Boltzmann form of the recombinative 
gain terms in the arrangement channel hierarchy. (One sim-
ply notes here that hand hO components with any two-clus-
ter label agree.) 
APPENDIX D: LOWRY-SNIDER (LS) KINETIC 
EQUATIONS FOR DIMER FORMATION AND DECAY 
First let channels A denote partitions of n atoms into 
monomers iEJi, and dimersjkEiiJ', so So(lA /) = n! 2 -D, 
where D is the number of dimers. The conventional n-parti-
cle reduced density matrices, pn ( 12· .. n ), used by LS are 
normalized analogous to the p ( 12' .. n ). LS show that for an 
ideal gas, 
pn (12"'n) = LSo(IA 1)-IIIpl(i) IIpbUk), 
A iE-K' jkE!iJ 
wherepb is the dimer singlet reduced density matrix (andpi 
includes a dimer contribution). This result parallels our spe-
cification of normalization of the diagonal components of 
P ( 12· .. n) (where the So factor is automatically generated 
from the channel space combinatorics). Specification of the 
reactive Boltzmann ansatz in both the LS and channel space 
theories incorporates the So combinatorics. 
LS derive a coupled pair of kinetic equations for the 
monomer and dimer singlet species density matrices after 
assuming that all relevant nonreactive exchange, recombina-
tion and dissociation collisions are completed before interac-
tion with other particles, and then imposing the correspond-
ing reactive Boltzmann factorization ansatz. After 
representing all collision contributions in a natural diagram-
matic way, their equations for dfdtp[(1),t] 
= a fat p[ (1 ),t ] + i[H(1 ),p[ (1 ),t ]] and 
d /dt p[( 12),t ] = a fat p[ (12),t ] + i[P(l2) H(12), 
p[ (12),t]] become 
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dldtp[(l),t] 
* 
1>::::1 
= 
2 2 
* 1 . 
23><:;k 
* 1 1 23~~ 
* 1 i 
- 1/2 2~ 3 jk 
* 1 ij 3~~kt 
* 1~ .. 
- 1/6 
2 lJ 
3 kt 4 
dldtp[(12),t] 
= 
* 12~ij 
3~k 
* 12~~ 
3~3 
* 12~ij 
34~kt 
* 12~~j 
34~t 
* 12~ij 112 3 
4 kt 
i2~~ 
34~3 4 
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+ 
* 1~1
2~2 
+ 
. * 1 1 
jk:><::23 
+ 1/2 
1 t ~~23 
+ 
. * 1~1
jk~~ 
+ 2 
" * lJ~l
kt~~4 
* ij~l 
+ 2/3 ~ 
kl 4 
* ij~12
+ 
k 3 
* 
+ 1/2 ~~12 
3 3 
* i j ><12 
+ 
kt 34 
* 
+1/2 i~~12 
t 34 
* 
+ ij~~2 
kt 4 
+ 1/4 ~~j2 
3 4 
4 
bination and dissociation terms not shown by LS. One can 
explicitly verify mass conservation here by noting separate 
cancellation from scattering terms in each distinct dynamic 
class {remembering to double contributions from the 
p[ (12),t] equation}. 
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